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QUESTION 1

A customer is developing an application that needs to be deployed to IBM i servers globally. The administrator created
one user named APPOWNER to own all objects in the application. What are the appropriate security characteristics for
the application? 

A. This owner has no special authority.Users adopt this profiles authority when running the application.Developers log
on as this profile to maintain the application. 

B. This owner has no special authority and password *NONE.Authorization List, APPAUTL, is created and all objects
are added to it.Developers are added to APPAUTL with *ALL authority. 

C. This owner has no special authority and password *NONEUsers adopt this profiles authority when running the
application.Developers are members of this profile\\'s group with QWNER(*GRPPRE) 

D. This owner has no special authority and password *NONE.List named APPAUTL is created and all objects are added
to it.Users are added to APPAUTL with *USE.Developers are added to APPAUTL with *ALL Authority. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

During a migration the system is mistakenly IPLed. The data migration is successfully resumed and completed. 

When the administrator runs the RSTAUT command, no authorities are restored. What is the most likely cause of the
problem? 

A. The RCLSTG command was not run before the data restore was resumed. 

B. The storage management directory was overlayed as a result of the IPL. 

C. The INZSYS command was not successfully run before restoring authorities. 

D. The private authority table loaded by the RSTUSRPRF command was automatically deleted by the system IPL. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement describes a recognized security risk with programs that adopt authority? 

A. Items in IFS directories can be altered. 

B. The users job will retain elevated authority when the program ends. 

C. If the program opens a command line, a user will have access to the system at elevated authority. 

D. If the program calls another program, the called program cannot avoid running at elevated authority. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

What is the meaning of the highest schedule priority (PTYLMT) parameter, when set to 0 on the CHGJOB JOBPTY(0)
command? 

A. A job is moved to the very top of the job queue 

B. A system job is moved to the very top of the processor queue 

C. A batch job is put in *HLD status while it is on a job queue 

D. The job\\'s spooled files are moved to the very top of the output queue 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer has determined that a large table contains a high percentage of deleted records. Attempts to reorganize the
table to reclaim the deleted record space exceed the available time to keep users locked out. What should the
administrator do to reclaim the deleted record space in the available time? 

A. Start the file reorganization with "shared updates."After the reorganization completes, immediately perform a normal
reorganization to reclaim the deleted record space. 

B. Start the file reorganization with "allow cancel."After the reorganization completes, at the next outage window perform
a reorganization with "reclaim only" to reclaim the deleted record space. 

C. Assure that the file is journaled.Start the file reorganization with "reclaim pending" and "shared updates."At the next
backup specify "complete physical file reorgs" on the library save to reclaim the space. 

D. Assure that the file is journaled.Start the file reorganization with "allow cancel" and "shared updates."After the
reorganization completes, at the next outage window perform a normal reorganization to reclaim the deleted record
space. 

Correct Answer: D 
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